Sequence variables are an advanced feature of modern programming languages. They enhance the support for writing programs in a declarative and easily understood way. To our knowledge, Mathematica provides the best support for programming with sequence variables, but it requires a good understanding of how the interpreter chooses the matcher. This is so because matching against patterns with sequence variables is in general not unitary. We claim that there is room to improve the programming style with sequence variables. We propose a number of new programming constructs which impose certain strategies on the pattern matching process. Our constructs enable to control the selection of a matcher by annotating sequence variables with binding priorities and ranges for their lengths, and to compute optimal values characterized by a score function to be optimized. To this end we have developed the package Sequentica. With Sequentica the Mathematica programmers and users get additional support for defining functions and transformation rules in an easy and convenient way. We outline the algorithmic difficulties to support these extensions and describe how they are implemented in Sequentica. The usefulness of these extensions is illustrated with various examples. We regard these extensions as a first step towards identifying a new programming style: programming with sequence variables. Such a programming style is useful to solve problems based on sequence analysis such as bio-informatics, cryptography or data mining.
1.
Matching against patterns with sequence variables is in general not unique. There is no way to specify which matcher to choose but to accept the matcher chosen by the underlying interpreter. Often, the programmer wants to control this choice. Example 1. Assume we want to define a function which returns the longest run of successive integers in a sequence. This may become possible if we could write:
GetMaxSublist!___, x___Integer, ___D := 8x$ and specify a strategy to choose a matcher which yields the longest sequence binding for the sequence variable x. Mathematica has no programming support for such definitions.
2.
Another desirable feature is to select the matcher which yields an optimum value, where optimum is defined for a matcher which minimizes or maximizes a certain expression.
Example 2.
Suppose we have a list of lists L={{T 11 , T 12 , ...},...,{T 12,1 , T 12,2 , ...}} of temperature measurements during one year, where each sublist contains the temperatures measured in one month. We want to find the sublist of temperatures of the month with largest variation. It would be convenient to be able to write something like To overcome these limitations, we propose a couple of new Mathematica syntactic constructs for programming with sequence variables and give an account to their Mathematica implementation. To this end we have developed the package Sequentica which supports the extensions reported in this paper.
Pattern Matching With Sequences in Mathematica
Pattern matching is the core of the definitional mechanisms of modern functional languages [7] and has wide applications in areas such as cryptography, computational biology, combinatorics, and parallel algorithms [6] . Pattern matching with sequences extends conventional pattern matching with a new syntactic category: sequence variables. In Mathematica, a sequence variable is a placeholder of a sequence of expressions which are spliced automatically in the body of the function being defined. We have already mentioned that matching against patterns which contain sequence variables is in general not unique. Because of this situation, when we define functions with sequence variables we must specify the matcher which is being considered. The interpreter of Mathematica chooses the matcher which assigns the shortest sequences of arguments to the first sequence variables that show up when traversing the pattern in a leftmost-innermost manner, e.g. 
.}]
The novelty is that the user can control the pattern matching mechanism and the computation with sequence variables by annotating the arguments and body of definitions and transformation rules. The following two sections explain how these new programming features.
Extension 1
This extension addresses the possibilities to (1) control the choice of a particular matcher instead of relying on some built-in pattern matching strategy; (2) confine the lengths of sequence variable bindings to certain intervals; and (3) impose equality constraints between the lengths of bindings of sequence variables. This can be achieved by annotating sequence variables with binding priorities which specify the order in which the sequences are assigned bindings upon pattern matching, and bounds for the lengths of their bindings. We propose to extend sequence annotations with the construct patt" To avoid excessive annotations, we will assume that (1) it is sufficient to annotate one occurrence of a sequence variable; all other occurrences of that variable are assumed to have the same annotation, (2) anonymous sequence variables have assigned distinct names, and (3) a sequence variable y__ (resp. y___) which is not explicitly annotated has an implicit sequence annotation of the form !{p,1,"} (resp. !{p,0,"}). The default priorities p are assigned in a leftmost-innermost manner, and are assumed to be larger than the priorities given explicitly. This means that the non-annotated sequence variables are the last ones which get assigned bindings. With these assumptions in mind, the function GetMaxSublist[] from Example 1 can be defined by Sequentica!GetMaxSublist!___, x___Integer, ___D := 8x$D
Extension 2
Our second extension addresses the possibility to select matching substitutions which render an expression optimal. To illustrate, let us reconsider Example 2: we want to select the sublist of a list which has a maximum variation of values. In particular, we suggest the following syntax: then we obtain {{1},{1,2,1,2,2},{2}} because we have changed the order to look up for a matcher.
The implementation of such a pattern matching algorithm enumerates the possible lengths of bindings in the order specified by sequence annotations, detects the first combination of lengths for which a matcher exists, and evaluates the body of the corresponding function (or transformation rule) for the computed matcher. Note that the algorithm must be recursive on the structure of matchers, because sequence variables can occur at different depths in the pattern specified by the user. Of crucial importance is the identification of an efficient algorithm which enumerates the possible lengths of sequence variables. For this purpose, Sequentica relies heavily on an iterative solver for systems of linear diophantine constraints over finite domains [3] . This means that the solver does not compute all solutions at once, but enumerates them in the order imposed by the sequence annotations. Actually, it would be unreasonable to rely on a solver for linear diophantine constraints which computes all solutions at once because (1) the space of solutions can be very large, and (2) we are not interested in all solutions but only in the first one which realizes a matching (where first is defined w.r.t. the order inferred from the priorities attached to sequence variables). The second extension is of a slightly different nature: here the sequence annotations are irrelevant since the evaluation must check all possible matchers and resume the computation for the matchers which fulfill the requirements of the score function specified by the user. In this case, Sequentica generates a Mathematica definition which accumulates the optimum value during an exhaustive search of all possible matchers.
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Conclusion and Further Work
We believe that the support for programming with sequence variables can be further enhanced. We will continue to look for such useful programming idioms and will integrate them in the Sequentica package which can be downloaded from http://www.score. 
